Using a general Ginzburg-Landau effective Lagrangian, we study the topological structure and low-lying collective modes of dense QCD having both chiral and diquark condensates, for two and three massless flavors. As we found earlier, the QCD axial anomaly acts as an external field applied to the chiral condensate in a color superconductor and, as a new critical point emerges, leads to a crossover between the broken chiral symmetry and color superconducting phases. At intermediate densities where both chiral and diquark condensates are present, we derive a generalized Gell-MannOakes-Renner relation between the masses of pseudoscalar bosons and the magnitude of the chiral and diquark-condensates. We show explicitly the continuity of the ordinary pion at low densities to a generalized pion at high densities.
II. PHASE STRUCTURE
In this section, we construct, on the basis of QCD symmetry, the most general GL free-energy for the chiral field, the diquark fields and their mutual couplings in three spatial dimensions. We then classify the possible phase structures of massless QCD with two and three flavors, and discuss the QCD phase structure in the real world.
A. Ginzburg-Landau free energy
We write the general GL free energy, measured with respect to that of the normal phase, Φ = d L = d R = 0, as
where Φ, the chiral condensate, and d L,R , the diquark condensates, are the basic order parameter fields; Ω χd denotes the coupling between these order parameters. The form of Ω(Φ, d L , d R ) is severely constrained by the QCD symmetry
The axial anomaly breaks the U (1) A symmetry down to Z(2N f ) A = Z(6) A where N f is the number of massless flavors. Under G, the left and right handed quarks transform as
where V L,R,C are SU (3) L,R,C rotations with continuous parameters and the phases α A,B are associated with U (1) A,B rotations. We introduce the chiral fields Φ ij (with i and j flavor indices) of mass dimension one and singlets under SU (3) C and U (1) B , as
The precise proportionality constant, G χ , enters only in numerical evaluation of the GL free energy parameters; see Appendix B. The chiral fields transform under G as
In addition,
Note the invariances of Φ under Z(2) A ⊂ U (1) A , and det Φ under Z(6) A ⊂ U (1) A . The most general form of the free energy of the chiral field, up to O(Φ 4 ), that is consistent with these transformations reads [12] ,
where "Tr" and "det" are taken over the flavor indices, i and j. The first three terms on the right side of Eq. (7) are invariant under the full symmetry group G, while the fourth term, caused by the axial anomaly, breaks the U (1) A symmetry down to Z(6) A . The free energy Ω χ is bounded below for large values of the condensates for b 1 + b 2 /3 > 0 and b 2 > 0. If these conditions are not met, we need to introduce terms O(Φ 6 ) to stabilize the free energy, a situation we will encounter later. We assume c 0 to be positive so that the condensate at low temperature is positive, while simultaneously the η ′ mass obeys m 2 η ′ > 0. We assume that a 0 changes sign at a certain temperature to drive the chiral phase transition.
We define the Lorentz-scalar diquark order parameters,
where i, j, k are the flavor and a, b, c the color indices; C = iγ 2 γ 0 is the charge conjugation matrix with the properties, CC † = −C 2 = 1 and γ 0 C † γ 0 = C. The 3×3 matrix [d L,R ] ia belongs to the fundamental representation of SU (3) C × SU (3) L,R . The positive proportionality constant G d , is introduced to make the mass dimension of d L,R one; it enters only in numerical evaluation of the GL free energy parameters (see Appendix C). The transformation properties of the d's under G are
Note that d L(R) is invariant under SU (3) R(L) , and Z(2) B−A(B+A) . Also the color-singlet combinations of the diquark fields transform as
Note that in addition to invariances under
The most general form of the GL free energy of the d-fields invariant under G up to O(d 4 ) is [13, 14, 15] :
The transition from the normal state to color superconductivity is driven by α 0 changing sign. Unlike for Φ, terms such as det d L,R are not allowed, since d L,R carries baryon number. Finally, the interaction free-energy of the chiral and diquark fields to fourth order reads [10] 
The triple boson coupling ∼ γ 1 , which breaks the U (1) A symmetry down to Z(6) A , originates from the axial anomaly. The remaining terms are fully invariant under G. The λ 3 term is equivalent to the polynomial structure,
. Equations (7), (13) and (14) constitute the most general form of the GL free energy under the conditions that the phase transition is not strongly first order (i.e., the values of Φ, d L,R are sufficiently smaller than those at zero temperature) and that the condensed phases are spatially homogeneous.
B. Three massless flavors
We first study three massless flavors. To proceed analytically, we restrict ourselves to maximally symmetric condensates, namely, a flavor symmetric chiral condensate in which quark−anti-quark pairing takes place only within the same flavor and a color-flavor-locked (CFL) diquark condensate in which the quark-quark pairing takes place only in the different flavors:
where σ and d are assumed to be real. We have chosen the relative sign between d L and d R in Eq. (16) corresponding to the ground state having positive parity, as is indeed favored by the axial anomaly together with finite quark masses [17] . The CFL condensate in Eq. (16) is indeed realized at asymptotically high density, as shown in [13] via the GL approach, and is the simplest ansatz at intermediate density. Thus the reduced GL free energy becomes
Some comments are in order on the coefficients of the terms in Ω 3F (σ, d):
(i) Changes in the magnitude of a and α drive the phase transitions. In the following, we use these variables as the key parameters in classifying the phase structure.
(ii) As suggested in effective theories and in lattice QCD simulations [18] , b may change sign as a function of T and µ (see Eq. (C13) in Appendix C). To incorporate such a possibility, we have introduced a O(σ 6 ) term with a coefficient f > 0 to stabilize the system. As we will see later, the qualitative phase structure for three massless flavors is independent of the sign of b.
(iii) We assume that β is always positive, as expected from effective theories and weak coupling QCD (see Eq. (C11) in Appeidix C). This sign implies that the transition from the normal phase to CSC is second order at the tree-level if there is no coupling between d and Φ. Fluctuations of the diquark or gluon fields can make the transition first order [19] , an effect we will not treat in this paper.
(iv) Because both the d 2 σ and σ 3 terms in Eq. (17) originate from the axial anomaly, their coefficients, γ and c, are related microscopically. Indeed, it can be shown from the instanton-induced six-fermion interaction,
, that γ has the same sign and the same order of magnitude as c (Appendix B). Since c is positive, as noted below Eq. (7), γ is also positive. By lowering the free energy, the γ-term favors coexistence: σ = 0 and d = 0, (v) Microscopic calculations in weak coupling QCD and in the NJL model (Appendix C) show that the coefficient λ is always positive. Physically a non-vanishing σ plays the role of an effective mass for the quark field, reducing the density of states at the Fermi surface, and the pairing energy [15] , an effect represented by λd
2 , which is rather small for reasonable values of µ, T d (the critical temperature of the color superconductivity without the σ-d coupling), and Λ (∼ µ for weak coupling QCD, and in the NJL model, of order the spatial momentum cutoff). Therefore, we focus primarily on the case γ > 0 with λ = 0 for the three-flavor case. The effect of the small positive λ for three-flavor case is discussed in Appendix A.
In principle, the system can have four possible phases:
The symmetry breaking pattern of the individual phases are the following: in the CSC phase, G → SU (3) C+L+R × Z(2); in the NG phase, G → SU (3) C × SU (3) L+R × U (1) B , and in the COE phase, G → SU (3) C+L+R × Z(2). Note that the CFL phase and COE phase with the diquark condensate of Eq. (16) each break the original U (1) B × Z(6) A symmetry with axial anomaly down to Z(2) (the simultaneous reflection, q L,R → −q L,R ), and thus these two phases are not distinguished by symmetry.
Outline of the phase diagram
The phase diagram in the a-α plane can be determined uniquely by comparing the global minima of the free energies, Ω (NOR) , Ω (CSC) , Ω (NG) , and Ω (COE) . In the following, we outline the basic aspects of the phase diagram obtained from comparison of the free energies, and give the calculations of the phase boundaries and critical points in detail in Appendix A.
In the absence of the σ-d coupling (γ = λ = 0), the four phases in (18) are separated by α = 0 (a line of second order transitions) and by a = a χ (a line of first order phase transitions), shown in Fig.1 , where the first and second order phase boundaries are drawn as double and single lines, respectively. (ii) The first order line between the COE and CSC phases, originally the double vertical line in Fig. 1 , terminates at a critical point, A, as shown in Fig. 2 . This behavior is anticipated, since −γd 2 acts as an external field for σ and washes out the first order phase transition for sufficiently large γ or d. In Fig. 2 we denote the coexistence region contacting the NG phase as the NG-like COE phase, and the region which was originally the CSC phase as the CSC-like COE phase.
(iii) The second order phase boundary originally located at α = 0 splits in two, a line going to the right from the critical end point B and a line going to the left from the point C. Since σ changes discontinuously across the first order phase boundary CB, the d 2 σ term, which acts as a mass term for d 2 , leads to different critical temperatures for diquark condensation in the NG-like COE and CSC-like COE phases.
(iv) For large enough γ, a tricritical point D appears on the boundary between the NG and COE phases. Then the point C, otherwise a critical end point, becomes a triple point.
C. Massless two-flavor case
We turn now to the massless two-flavor system (with infinite strange quark mass). In this case, all chiral and diquark condensates with a strange quark are suppressed. We write The latter is the two flavor color superconductivity (2SC) state. Due to this color-flavor structure, the cubic terms in σ and d are identically zero, and the model reduces to:
We locate the phase boundaries and the order of the phase transitions by comparing the free energies:
and Ω (COE) (σ, d), with respect to Ω (NOR) (0, 0).
Outline of the phase diagram
We first consider b > 0 in Eq. (21), with the σ 6 term safely neglected, to find the qualitative phase structure. The system is equivalent to an anisotropic antiferromagnet (e.g., GdAlO 3 ) [20] . For λ = 0, the boundaries of the four phases in (18) are characterized by second order lines at α = 0 and a = 0 with a tetracritical point at α = a = 0. In the presence of the repulsive d √ bβ, the coexistence region disappears altogether, and a first order interface between CSC and NG appears at α = a β/b. In addition, a = α = 0 becomes a bicritical point, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 .
Next we consider b < 0; here the σ 6 term plays an essential role. For λ = 0, the four phases in Eq. (18) are separated by a second order line at α = 0 and a first order line at a = 3b 2 /(16f ) as shown in Fig. 1 .
term (λ > 0) the coexistence phase shrinks and gradually fades away as λ → ∞. Moreover, a new first order line between NG and CSC appears and grows as λ increases. This situation is shown in Fig. 4 . Such a phase structure was previously pointed out by Vanderheyden and Jackson [21] using the random matrix model, and by Kitazawa et al. [22] using the NJL model; our model-independent analysis is consistent with these results. However, the random matrix model does not include the physics of the suppression of the density of states at the Fermi surface leading to λ > 0, and thus its predicted phase structure is not obviously related to that discussed here.
D. Speculative phase structure for realistic quark masses
The mapping of the phase diagrams obtained in the (a, α) plane to the (T, µ) plane is a dynamical question which we cannot address within the phenomenological GL theory. Nevertheless, on the basis of the results of Sec. II, we can draw a speculative phase structure (one of many possible structures) in Fig. 5 for two light (up and down) quarks and a medium-heavy (strange) quark. 
, while the first order line between NG and CSC is given by
In the figure, we draw two critical points: the usual one near the vertical axis (the high temperature critical point) originally found by Asakawa and Yazaki [18] , and a new one near the horizontal axis (the low temperature critical point) driven by the axial anomaly. We have assumed that both critical points are in the region of positive T and µ, and thus the chiral transition is a crossover in the direction of both high T and high µ. With decreasing strange quark mass, m s , the high-T critical point approaches the vertical axis because the quark mass, which tends to weaken the first order transiton, becomes less effective. On the other hand, as m s increases, the low-T critical point approaches the horizontal axis since the system approaches the two-flavor case where the anomaly-induced critical point does not appear. Whether this scenario is realized or not needs to be checked in effective models incorporating the axial anomaly, and eventually be checked by first principles QCD simulations. Such calculations are beyond the scope of this paper.
We should mention a similar two-critical-point phase structure found in the two-flavor NJL model [22] . Since the axial anomaly does not produce a triple boson coupling in two flavors, as discussed in Sec. II C, the origin of the low-T critical point in Ref. [22] is not related to ours, but can be understood as follows: Expanding the free energy of the two-flavor NJL model up to O(d 2 σ 4 ). we arrive at an "effective" quartic term in the GL free energy,
It can be shown that b changes sign from positive to negative, andb from negative to positive, as µ increases from zero. (See Eqs. (C13 and C14) in Appendix C.) Thus for sufficiently large µ and d, the first order transition driven by b < 0 disappears due tobd 2 > 0. This implies that the critical point in [22] in the two-flavor case originates from a large higher order term in the GL expansion, and is thus beyond the reach of our strict GL expansion.
FIG. 5:
Schematic phase structure with two light (up and down) quarks and a medium heavy (strange) quark. The arrows show how the critical point and the phase boundaries move as the strange-quark mass increases towards the two-flavor limit.
III. EXCITATION SPECTRA OF MESONS
We turn, in this section, to study the mass spectra of mesons including H boson in the intermediate density region for the degenerate three-flavor case. (The η ′ is discussed in Appendix D.) We focus on the region near the phase boundaries where σ and d are sufficiently small in the COE phase, and consider energy scales, p, smaller than the pairing gap d, so that we can neglect excitations of the quarks.
The symmetry breaking pattern for the chiral field at low density is SU (3) L × SU (3) R → SU (3) V . Accordingly one has eight Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons, identified with the pseudoscalarqq-state octet. These pions are massless in the chiral limit, with masses generated by finite quark masses. (The η ′ meson is much heavier than the pions because of the U (1) A axial anomaly.)
On the other hand, the pattern of symmetry breaking for the diquark fields in the asymptotic high density limit is
, leading altogether to 17 NG bosons. Eight of these bosons are "eaten" by the gluons through the Anderson-Higgs mechanism; the remaining nine are the pseudoscalar octetπ (the "generalized pions," or-states as discussed in [5, 16, 23, 24, 25] ), together with the H boson.
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In the intermediate density region, two sets of light pseudoscalar mesons are present, one arising from the chiral condensate (qq-states) and the other from the diquark condensates (-states); these two sets are mixed through the interaction terms [23] . Specifically, we have two sets of pion octets (π andπ) (as well as η ′ andη ′ ) from the chiral and diquark fields, and in addition the H boson from the diquark field in this region. As we show below, mixing causes one of the two pions to become heavy while the other becomes massless. (A similar discussion of the mixing betweenqq-and-states at T = 0 and µ = 0 is given in [26] .) The H boson does not experience mixing, since it exists only in the diquark sector, but remains exactly massless independent of the quark masses.
In the following, we examine the mass spectra corresponding to this physical picture more quantitatively using an effective Lagrangian approach. We begin with a toy model with independent massless fields to show explicitly the essential features of the role mixing plays. Next we construct an effective Lagrangian involving the pion octet appropriate in the intermediate density region. Using the nonlinear chiral Lagrangians studied for the NG phase [27] and for the CFL phase [16, 24, 28, 29] , we take into account π andπ and study the effects of the mixing terms determined in Sec. II, which were previously not considered. The diagonalization of the mixing matrix for π andπ leads to a generalized Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GOR) relation in dense QCD, which relates the masses of pseudoscalar bosons to the magnitude of the chiral and diquark condensates. We also discuss the continuity between the NG and the CSC phases associated with the excited states.
A. A toy model
To show the effect the mixing of independent fields in the presence of mass terms, we first consider a simple toy model for two complex scalar fields, α andα:
where A, B, C, f ,f and m are positive constants. We focus on the low mass phase excitations, described by the fields ϕ andφ defined by
In the absence of the mixing term L mix and mass term L mass , both ϕ andφ are massless. We turn on L mix and L mass , and expand the Lagrangian in terms of ϕ andφ. After subtracting a constant part, we obtain
The matrix M (ϕ) is diagonalized by a transformation
where Θ is the mixing angle; we thus we obtain the eigenmasses m 
The presence of a massless excitation corresponds to simultaneous rotation of ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 in the same direction, while the massive mode corresponds to rotation in opposite directions.
(ii) For small but non-vanishing m, we obtain
In Sec. III C we will discuss mass relations of this kind arising via mixing in the realistic situation of QCD. In particular, Eq. (29) is a key relation corresponding to our later generalized Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation, Eq. (56).
B. General effective Lagrangian
To derive the effective Lagrangian for the light excited states, the pions (π, K and η), η ′ and the H boson in the intermediate density region, we fix, as above, the magnitude of the chiral and diquark fields and consider only fluctuations of their phases about their vacuum configurations. We thus parametrize the fields as
where Σ, U L and U R are SU (3) matrices, and the angles θ andθ are U (1) A phases, and φ the U (1) B phase. As mentioned at the top of Sec. III, all eight gluons acquire a mass of order gfπ ∼ O(gµ) by "eating" the eight colored fluctuations of U L,R , where g is the QCD coupling constant and fπ is the decay constant associated with U L,R , defined below. On the low momentum scales we consider, p < d ≪ gfπ, gluons are not low-lying modes. The remaining color-singlet fluctuations correspond toπ and are parametrized by the field
Kinetic terms
The kinetic term invariant under G for the chiral fields Σ and θ, to second order in derivatives is,
where the metric tensors g
η ′ ) arise due to the absence of Lorentz invariance in the medium; Here v π and v η ′ are the speeds of the pions and η ′ , respectively. The standard pion fields π j are defined by
where the λ j (j = 1, . . . , 8) are Gell-Mann matrices normalized so that Trλ i λ j = 1 2 δ ij . The first term in Eq. (34) is the standard leading-order chiral Lagrangian [27] , except that the speed of the mesons in the medium differs from the speed of light and the Lagrangian contains additional contribution from the field θ.
Following the discussions of Refs. [16] and [24] , the most general Lagrangian of the diquark kinetic term invariant under G with two derivatives is
with the additional metric tensor g
The generalized pion fieldsπ j are defined bỹ
The three terms in Eq. (36) are the kinetic terms for pions, η ′ , and the H boson, respectively [16, 24, 28] . At extremely high density, the decay constants fπ, fη′, and f H are found by matching to their microscopic asymptotic values [16] :
while the velocities approach the asymptotic sound speed:
Mass terms
We now assume small but finite quark masses and construct the possible terms in the GL free-energy allowed by the symmetry group G, where M is the 3 × 3 quark mass matrix in flavor space. In the intermediate density region, where U (1) A symmetry is violated by the axial anomaly, the lowest order possible mass terms in the GL free-energy are O(M ), unlike at asymptotically high density where the leading terms are O(M 2 ). The bare quark mass term in QCD reads
As in the standard procedure to build up the chiral Lagrangian, we treat the matrix M as a spurion field and assume it to transform under G as,
This transformation law together with Eqs. (5), (10) and (11) (7), (13) and (14), with M .
The general mass terms of the chiral and diquark fields obtained from this procedure are:
Note that the terms proportional to B 0 and Γ 1 , which break U (1) A symmetry, originate from the axial anomaly, or equivalently, by instanton-induced interactions. The leading mass terms, which are linear in M and have minimal number of the chiral and diquark fields, become
Overall effective Lagrangian
We turn now to the overall effective Lagrangian for π, η ′ and H. With the parametrizations of the fields defined in Eqs. (31) and (32), the GL potential of the chiral part Ω χ in Eq. (7) and the interaction part Ω χd in Eq. (14) reduce to
while the diquark part Ω d in Eq. (13) reduces to a constant and can be neglected. From Eqs. (34), (36), (42), (43) and (44), the overall effective Lagrangian takes the form up to where the quark mass matrix is assumed to be diagonal and flavor symmetric, M = diag(m q , m q , m q ). The fields are redefined as
The mass matrices of (π,π) and (η ′ ,η ′ ) are
Since we have degenerate masses of up, down, and strange quarks, the Bedaque-Schäfer term [30] originating from the effective modification of the chemical potential due to the mass differences does not appear here. The off-diagonal components of M (π) originate from the chiral-diquark coupling. As the form of M (π) shows, both π andπ are exactly massless in the absence of σ-d coupling and quark masses.
C. Mass spectra of low-lying collective modes
In this subsection, we investigate the mass spectra of pions and H on the basis of the effective Lagrangian obtained in the last section. (For η ′ , see Appendix D.) In particular, we obtain a generalized Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GOR) relation in the intermediate density region. We also discuss a possible connection to hadron-quark continuity for these excited states.
H boson
As we see from Eq. (47), the H boson is exactly massless irrespective of the quark masses. This is because the H boson only exists in the diquark part and is not affected by the chiral-diquark coupling, so that there are no mass terms for H involving the quark masses. On the other hand, the mass spectra of π and η ′ , unlike the H boson, are non-trivial on account of mixing through the chiral-diquark coupling.
Pions
The eigenstates of the mass matrix M (π) in Eq. (50) can be written as
(i) In the chiral limit, m q = 0, the pion masses are
with the mixing angle ϑ 0 , which satisfies
(ii) For non-vanishing m q , we find
with the mixing angle
The resultant mass spectra of pions is shown in Fig. 6 . Panel (a) shows the case with neither the chiral-diquark coupling nor finite quark masses. In this case both π andπ are massless and degenerate. Figure 6(b) shows the effects of the chiral-diquark coupling without finite quark masses; here the masses are split, and a massless mode still remains. Panel (c) shows the effects of both chiral-diquark coupling and finite quark masses; here because of the explicit breaking of chiral symmetry by quark masses, the masses of π 1 and π 2 are lifted by ∆m On the other hand, at asymptotically high density, the chiral condensate σ is small and the axial anomaly is highly suppressed as Γ 1 ∼ µ(Λ QCD /µ) 9 (1/g) 14 [17] . Then, the linear term in m q disappears on the right side of Eq. (56) 2 . This result is consistent with observations given in [16, 31] at high density.
Note that π 2 is much heavier than π 1 and it is thus expected to be radically unstable against decay into π 1 . The surviving excitation mode π 1 exhibits hadron-quark continuity with increasing baryon density. The mixing angle ϑ = 0 describes the low density limit (π 1 = π) and ϑ = π/2 the asymptotically high density limit (π 1 =π). In the intermediate density region, π 1 is the result of mixing between the σ ∼qq state, as seen in the low density region, and the d 2 ∼state, as seen in the high density region. The mixing angle ϑ changes with the chemical potential µ. Therefore, across the entire span of the chemical potential, we have light pseudoscalar modes associated with chiral symmetry breaking, indicating hadron-quark continuity for the excited pionic states.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the phase structure and excited spectra of dense QCD in the presence of the axial anomaly. We constructed the general GL free-energy and effective Lagrangian for the chiral, diquark fields, and their interactions, consistent with QCD symmetry,
In Sec. II, we have shown that the QCD axial anomaly acts as an external field for the chiral condensate under the influence of the diquark condensate. The first order chiral transition is changed to crossover for a large diquark condensate, and a new critical point driven by the axial anomaly emerges in the QCD phase diagram. The former is a realization of hadron-quark continuity for the QCD ground states. Determining the precise location of this new critical point is a future task for phenomenological models and lattice QCD simulations. Our schematic phase diagram would be made more realistic by including effects such as finite quark masses, charge neutrality, β-equilibrium, and thermal gluon fluctuations [15, 19] . Open questions include whether the new critical point would survive in an inhomogeneous Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) state, and how the COE phase at low T and low µ, Fig. 5 , is affected by quark confinement.
In Sec. III, we have shown that the massless pions in the chiral limit in dense QCD result from the mixing of π ∼andπ ∼states. Turning on a small but finite quark mass, we found that the pions acquire a mass both from the chiral condensate σ and the diquark condensate d 2 , which is summarized in the generalized Gell-Mann−Oakes-Renner formula, Eq. (56). Here the QCD axial anomaly plays a key role, giving the d 2 -contribution to the pion mass. Our results show explicitly that hadron-quark continuity is realized not only in the ground state but also in the low-lying collective excitations. The continuity of the heavier excitations such as the vector mesons and baryons remains an interesting problem for future exploration.
In Sec. III, we focused on the COE phase with three degenerate flavors. However, in the intermediate density region, in which we are interested, flavor symmetry breaking due to m s ≫ m u,d is non-negligible and causes mass splittings of the octet of pions in a non-trivial way. In particular, it would be interesting to study how, across the intermediate density region, the inverse mass ordering, mη′ < mπ ∼ mK < mη [16] , at high density, turns into the normal mass ordering, m π < m K < m η < m η ′ , at low density.
with
where a * and γ * are given in Eqs. (A3) and (A4). The system described by Eq. (A9) is equivalent to an Ising ferromagnet in an external magnetic field. Thus the point A corresponds to the second order critical point of the equivalent magnetic system at γ * c = a * c = 0. The location of A in terms of the original coordinates is:
thus A is always located in the region a > 0 and α < 0, as shown in Fig. 2 . The first order line AB in the COE phase, determined by the condition γ * c = 0,
is straight with negative slope, as shown in Fig. 2 . For negative α, τ jumps discontinuously across AB between the solutions in the COE phase, τ = ± −a * c /b. For positive α, there is a jump between the COE phase and the NOR phase as shown below. Thus the coordinates of the point B are B = 2c
The line BC, obtained from Ω (COE) = Ω (NOR) = 0 at the potential minimum, is first order, since the bracket in Eq. (A1) always vanishes in the COE phase and either σ or d must be discontinuous from the NOR phase to the COE phase. The expression for BC is easy to derive but is too complicated to show here. For sufficiently large α, the COE phase turns into the NG phase, as shown below. The boundary CC' separating the NG phase and the NOR phase is not affected by the coupling γ since d vanishes in both phases. Then the condition Ω (NG) = Ω (NOR) = 0 at the potential minimum implies
• The phase boundaries BB' and CD'
To determine the boundaries primarily associated with the diquark condensate, it is most useful to study the reduced free energy Ω (COE) (σ(d), d), Eq. (A5). When β * is positive, the system is equivalent to a usual Ising ferromagnet and shows a second order transition at α * = 0. One finds two boundaries,
We have chosen the larger root of bα 2 − 2γcα + 4γ 2 a = 0 obtained from α * = 0 in Eq. (A16) as the only root compatible with the condition that Ω (COE) = Ω (NG) ≤ Ω (NOR) . Thus the coordinates of the critical end point C are
The condition β * > 0 on the line CD' is equivalent to 0 < γ < (c/3) β/b. If β * < 0, or equivalently γ > (c/3) β/b, a tricritical point D determined by α * = β * = 0 appears on CD', as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 . In this case, the line CD becomes first order and C becomes a triple point. The location of D is
with c ′ ≡ c 2 + 16bγ 2 /β. The point C is determined by the coexistence of the three phases, COE, NG, and NOR, so that the free energies Ω (COE) = Ω (NG) measured with respect to the normal phase, vanish at their minima; then
which is in the region a > 0.
• Phase boundaries BB' and CD'
As for b > 0, the lines BB' and CD' obtained from α * = 0 are BB' : α = 0, (A27) CD' : f α 4 + 4γ 2 bα 2 − 8γ 3 cα + 16γ 4 a = 0.
The maximum root of α in Eq. (A28) should be chosen to satisfy the condition on CD': Ω (COE) = Ω (NG) ≤ Ω (NOR) . The coordinates of C for β * > 0 are easily found from the crossing of CD' and CC':
If f < b 3 (c − 3c ′′ )/(c + c ′′ ) 3 with c ′′ ≡ c 2 − 8bγ 2 /β, β * can change sign on the line CD', and a tricritical point D determined by α * = β * = 0 appears, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 . In this case, the line CD becomes first order and the C becomes a triple point.
Thus we find that the topological phase structure in the massless three-flavor system with γ > 0 and λ = 0 is independent of the sign of b, and a critical point A always appears in the COE phase as shown in Fig. 2 . 
Note that the potential (A35) is bounded, despite the negative d 6 term, a consequence of the condition d 2 ≤ −α/β.
a. positive b
As in an Ising ferromagnet, the phase boundaries, between NOR and NG, and NOR and CSC, for b > 0 and f = 0 are characterized by second order lines, a = 0 and α = 0, respectively. For both β ′ > 0 and b ′ > 0, or equivalently,
the COE-NG and COE-CSC phase boundaries are characterized by α ′ = 0 and a ′ = 0, respectively. These conditions can be rewritten as
depicted in the left panel of Fig. 3 . On the other hand, when λ > √ bβ/2, the COE phase ceases to exist. Then the competition between the free energies Ω 
as shown in the right panel of Fig. 3 .
b. negative b
The case b < 0 requires introduction of a positive f term.
• First-order phase boundary E'EFF'
The phase boundaries EE' and FF' are determined by Ω (NG) = Ω (NOR) and Ω (COE) = Ω (CSC) at the potential minimum, EE' : a = 3b 2 /(16f ).
FF' :
To determine the boundary EF, we use the free-energies of the NG and CSC phases, 
The coefficient b in the term b(σ 2 ) 2 /4 can be calculated from the free energy Eq. (C1), or Eq. (C2), with d = 0:
where we have assumed M = σ for both two and three flavors, for simplicity. Evaluating the integral, we find
Unlike for the coefficients λ and β, the sign of b changes from positive to negative as µ increases from zero. Finally, we show the integral form of the coefficientb 2F which appears in the term,b 2F d 2 σ 4 /4 in the GL expansion of the two flavor NJL model:
